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ABSTRACT
Ericsson is a Swedish technology company that provides and operates telecommunication networks,
television and video systems and related services in the world.
A Case study of Ericsson Radio Base Station CPIs is a research work about technical information
availability problems on Internet.
According to customer product information standards, specific company’s divisions are responsible for
meaningful technical information content creation and diffusion to the end user.
The main research question is what information related to Ericsson RBS can be found on the Internet
and what possible solutions should Ericsson offer to these groups in terms of technical information
availability?
An Internet analysis showed that on Internet appears user generated content about RBS 6000 in a way
of video instructions, manuals selling and consultation giving.
This situation shows that users are interested and need information related to technical equipment, but
on the other hand it is essentially illegal to spread information this way, and it might have serious
consequences in terms of misuse or misinterpretation of information.
This thesis is investigating Ericsson information sharing traditions in relation to the situation of open
information on the Internet. Some recommendations for further work are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Technical instructions are manuals that contain knowledge about the use and care-taking of specific
equipment. They generally include information about safety, installation, setup and maintenance
conditions, troubleshooting instructions, service locations, product technical specifications, warranty
information and many other important things. By not adhering to the official technical instructions,
certain risks are introduced: making mistakes, waste of time, solutions without guarantee and damage
to the product itself.
Ericsson is a Swedish technology company that provides and operates telecommunication networks,
television and video systems, and related services. The products that the company supplies are very
complex – they offer all the necessary equipment to facilitate communication. In this work there is a
focus on a particular product series, namely the RBS 6000 radio base stations technical instructions.
Radio base stations are equipment to transmit and receive broadcasting or other signals for
telecommunication solutions.
Nowadays the Internet has become an important information gathering and sharing place for many
people. One of the benefits of Internet as a knowledge source is its dynamic nature: by joining different
social networks users can access large amount of information and share expertise knowledge.
This work is addressing technical information availability problems for unknown user groups in
Internet. Ericsson has a policy that guarantees access for every customer to the official source of
technical product information. The company does not have any specific open communication platform
for general users in the Internet. This thesis is investigating Ericsson information sharing traditions in
relation to the situation of open information on the Internet.
The research question is what information related to Ericsson RBS can be found on the Internet and
what possible solutions should Ericsson offer to these groups in terms of technical information
availability? This is the problem that this thesis is targeting.
The main methods used in the thesis are on the one hand Internet analysis of what information is out
there regarding Ericsson RBS, and on the other hand interviews with technical information experts and
customer representatives at Ericsson.
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2. THEORY
The theory part covers such concepts as user generated content, openness, open community and virtual
community, social web, participation, Web 2.0, proprietary content, user-generated content, deliberate
aggregate user representations, incidental aggregate user representations, social identification strategy,
interpersonal connection strategy, and trust values.

2.1. User generated content
Butler (2001) argues that user generated contents constitute a substantial part of modern
communications technologies.
The mainstream usage in web publishing started during 2005 by a wide range of applications, including
problem processing, news, gossip and research and reflects the expansion of media production through
new technologies that are accessible and affordable to the general public.
Information sharing content appears in the form of blogs, forums, digital videos, social networking,
social media, open source, free software, and podcasting.
It is usually monitored by website administrators to avoid offensive content or language, copyright
infringement issues, or simply to determine if the content posted is relevant to the site's general theme.
A problem with user-generated content is that there are often little or no charge for uploading usergenerated content. Thus the people who upload find it so easy to do it, that they may not take full
responsibility for the content that they upload. There is a genuine need for data protection and
regulations. As a result, on the Internet we can find a mass of information, that is not controlled enough
and also user-generated contents that exist regardless of liability. (Scott, Veronika, 2010)
According to Hsieh, et al. (2011) motivation and incentives for contributing user generated content can
be altruistic, social or materialistic.
Due to the fact that user-generated information constitutes a potential value for the host of the sites,
many sites use implicit and explicit incentives to encourage their users to generate and upload
information. Implicit incentives have often a social character such that users who upload information
get social appreciation by other users (Banks, 2009). The hosts of the sites often stress the importance
of engagement and the building of relationship between users. Incentives may be increase in status,
certain privileges, or badges and levels within the site. Hosting social incentives cost the site owners
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very little and can catalyze vital growth, but their very nature requires a sizable existing community
before it can function. Examples of sites that use social incentives are Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin.
An example of a strategy with more explicit incentives is the website Contrariwise. They offer tangible
rewards like financial payment, a voucher, a coupon or other benefits to encourage users to contribute
material. The content presented in the open Internet can lose or gain pedagogical quality relative to the
original technical documentation depending on how much work the presenter has put in (Jones, 2013).

2.2. Openness
Openness is a concept that has come to characterize modern knowledge and communication systems,
epistemologies, society and politics, institutions or organizations, and individual personalities. When it
comes to Web 2.0 openness refers to a kind of transparency, which is the opposite of secrecy and most
often this transparency is seen in terms of access to information within special environment (Peters,
2010).
Whereas open community has many characteristics when it refers to creation and sharing the
information. According to the approach of Tzouris (2002) open communities on Internet shares
normative and principled beliefs, which refers to the shared understanding of the value-based rationale
for making contributions. Another point is shared casual beliefs and understanding of the reward
structures. In an open community, all the participants have a mutual understanding, a common frame of
reference of what to develop and how to do it and every contributor accept the common policy
regulations. Tzouris idea is continued by Reagle (2004), who thinks that “an open community delivers
and demonstrates open products, transparency, integrity, non-discrimination and non-interference”.
All these things mentioned should be regulated on any specific open community place by processes,
determinations and rules.

2.3. Virtual community
A related concept is virtual community that is a group of users with shared interests, goals and
interaction purposes that meet more or less frequently to discuss a subject of interest to all members.
(Ridings, 2004). The term "virtual" itself means that the primary interaction is electronic or enabled by
technology (Figallo, 1998). Humans have a need to belong and to be affiliated with others because
groups by cooperation provide individuals with a source of information and help in achieving goals.
Information exchange in virtual communities has an enormous value, for instance the unique content
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generated and discussed among its members. In a virtual community, the messages from the members
tend to express views, provide and request information, express feelings, and suggest solutions
(Herring, 1996).
Other important factors are exchange of social support and friendship seeking. These factors are also in
many cases the reason why virtual community exists and are very popular among users. The usergenerated production and sharing of digital content across networked digital applications is now a
ubiquitous form of engagement for those who use digital software and social web applications (Jones,
1995). Jenkins (2006) argues that participation is a “collective process wherein coordinated and
collaborative practices allow people to collaboratively generate culturally situated knowledge”.
This knowledge is derived from the content that they create.

2.4. Participatory websites and their content
In the social web, this content can take many different forms, including blog posts, wiki updates, and
forum discussions to name only a few. Participatory websites has some main common elements of Web
2.0 platforms. There should be included at least four common message types – proprietor content,
user-generated content, deliberate aggregate user representations and incidental aggregate user
representations. These four types of messages will be discussed further.
The newest generation of computer-mediated communication systems involves participatory websites.
Also known as Web 2.0 or social web sites, these systems present and juxtapose messages that are
generated by different authorial sources: on the one hand central messages posted by a web page’s
proprietor content and on the other hand user generated content that other readers contribute.
These systems can both contribute and facilitate social influence because they provide information
from of a variety of sources simultaneously who possess different attributes and connote different
relationship to the readers. (Walther et.al. 2010)
Proprietor content includes the messages composed and displayed by the primary author or proprietor
of a webpage. The content may take the form of videos, text, and/or pictures. A proprietor may control
to what extent users may contribute information, once posted by a user, the posting may be removed or
edited by the proprietor.
In the case that they chose not to remove undesirable user-generated content from pages under their
control, its persistence connotes the proprietors` tacit approval and endorsement of the content to
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subsequent readers (DeAndrea, 2012). This can have important consequences. An example is the
Facebook page of the clothing company H&M, a user posted a negative comment regarding a t-shirt
with a photo of a musician. Other users became outraged and a storm of messages, that contained
threats to the original poster, was rapidly accumulating. H&M received much negative publicity for not
acting quickly enough to remove the threatening comments. By leaving the comments on the website,
they were considered to approve of the comments. Proprietor content also tends to shape the focus of
user-generated responses in participatory web systems.
User-generated content (UGC) contains the messages that participatory websites invite, capture and
display from nonproprietary visitors. It includes readers` responses to either proprietor content or to
other user-generated messages. A form of pop-up box is usually available in which users write their
comments, which sites then display in visual and spatial juxtaposition to the proprietor content.
Comments often appear in a sequence or conversational thread on the same page as proprietor content,
or are made visible via hyperlink.
Reactive comments means focusing on the proprietor content by interconnected comments existing in a
growing list with only their referent in common. In other cases user-generated messages respond to
other user-generated messages, and the meaning of a given posting depends on the content of the prior
postings, comprising interactivity. According to Rafaeli and Sudweeks (1998) interactivity initiate
greater involvement, acceptance, satisfaction, motivation, sociability and fun.
Aggregate user representations are computer-generated descriptive statistics that a web page displays
representing accumulations of users ratings, votes or other site-relates behaviors.
Aggregate user representations may be said to display the users collective responses to some request
for overt evaluative input, for example, data on opinion ratings about some object or content with
regard to some specific quality. In a similar way, it is possible to construct a numerical quality measure
of user-generated advice that indicates how many previous readers voted that the advice was useful
(Otterbacher, et al., 2011).
Participatory web pages often display messages from the different types of contributors in a contiguous
fashion, where each type of contribution is shown in a different location on the web page.
These displays may be hierarchical, with proprietor massages generally occupying a larger portion of
the screen display than do sets of various user generated components.
Any given participatory web site generally conventionalizes where the various sources – proprietor,
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reviewer, rated, commenter, and aggregate user representations appear on the screen (Walther, Jang
2012).
The users of the participatory web site has a way of differentiating among the types of persons they
encounter online, even if those persons are represented by text only. These sites give the powerful
persuasive potential of in-group similarity between readers and message posters.
There are two different strategies of participation for how the user can identify him/herself. The social
identification strategy occludes the users inter-individual differences to submerge them with the sense
that they are part of the group, which encourage the participants to contribute in order to enhance one's
identification with the group.
In the interpersonal connection strategy, users names and characteristics appear, and users are
encouraged to address each other as friends to accomplish interpersonal exchange.
In a participatory website, proprietors lose the monopoly over the messages that affect observers
impressions of them or their content. User generated content may accentuate, complement, or
undermine a source intended impression (Walther, Jang 2012).
Trust values are used to differentiate between users and aggregate their ratings weighted by a
combination of trust and similarity values. The topic-level trust consists of distributed content-based
agents, each learning the information preferences of individual users in an independent way (Montaner,
2002).
According to the opinion of Weng (2006) a web of trust structure is implicit in the rating data into a
distributed peer-to-peer network overlay in which users maintain their own ratings and connect with
each other as peers. Then, a trust metric is used to help a user to quantify the degrees of trust it should
place on others.

2.5. Control strategies over user groups in Internet
Axel Bruns (2008) offers the methods how the information owner (in this case company) can handle
the communities performance on Internet.
One way is feeding the hive strategy. It means that commercial operators need to make some
contributions of content into the produsage environment. As a reward company can have a recognition
of the beneficial outcomes which can result directly or the indirectly from the community`s produsagebased processing of the content, even if the content will be governed by the “hive”.
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Other way is helping the hive strategy. Here commercial or noncommercial operators provide services
aimed at the produsage community itself. Such services may be directed at communities to help them
coordinate their produsage processes, or at individuals to help them overcome obstacles to effective
participation.
Harbouring the hive is another form to helping the hive. This model points to the provision of hosting
services to the produsage community – for example community hosting as it is offered by SourceForge
(web based source code repository, who acts as a centralized location for software developers to control
and manage free source software development) for open source projects, by Wikia (wiki-based
knowledge management communities) or by Flickr for photo enthusiasts. Such practices is mostly seen
as benign.
Harnessing the hive model describes the non-commercial or commercial utilization of produsage
artefacts by organizations inside and outside the produsage community, while respecting applicable
content licenses and cooperating with the community. It can be in a form of the aggregation services in
the blogosphere, which identify and collect the most cited blog posts or tags and make them easily
accessible to all participants.
Harvesting the hive model is mostly benign and it describes the provision of value added services,
aimed mainly at non-participants, using artefacts developed by the produsage community – for
example, the development of ready to install open source software distribution packages or apps.
Hijacking the hive practice aims to achieve lock in of produsage communities for finnancial gain.
Recent debates for example over the heavy-handed multi-user online games like EverQuest, where
game operator Sony attemted to bar its users from selling their hand –earned game characters and
artefacts on eBay, can be seen as highlighting instances of this practice.

Importance of theoretical concepts discussed in theory part helps the Ericsson people to identify user
generated content on Internet and this information provides guidelines for communication platform
modeling in the future. It gives the ideas how the company can handle the existing community actions
by taking control over them.
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3. BACKGROUND – ERICSSON AND CPI
Ericsson is a world-leading provider of telecommunications equipment and services to mobile and
fixed network operators. Over 1,000 networks in more than 180 countries use company's network
equipment, and more than 40 percent of the world's mobile traffic passes through Ericsson networks.
The company offers end-to-end solutions for all major mobile communication standards like networks,
telecom services and multimedia solutions and provides industry-leading network equipment and
software, as well as services for network and business operations (Ericsson web page, Company facts).
The portfolio also includes products for the enterprise, cable, mobile platform and power module
markets. Ericsson vision is to be the prime driver in an all-communicating world (Ericsson web page,
Our business).
CPI is customer product information or standards and regulations how to provide meaningful
information content for Ericsson customers. To provide CPI, there are special expert groups, forums
and central organization responsible for methods and tools called CPI Knowledge Area.
Their work include everything related to specific product information (in thesis work Radio base
stations 6000) like safety, installation, setup and maintenance conditions, troubleshooting instructions,
service locations, product technical specification and warranty information. These work teams use
different tools to generate and save documents, for instance, CPI Design tool tagtool, library creator
Dwaxe, extranet content provider Cpix and active library explorer Alex to browse document libraries
with a standard web browser. CPI main goal is to provide flexible and modern information content to
their customers. (Bergström, 12.02.2013.)
The Radio base stations (RBS) are telecommunication solution for communication. They works as GPS
receivers, provides computer networking and wireless communications. Thesis work adresses at
specific product group RBS 6000 technical information distribution on Internet.
RBS is also a product that CPI people are working with. The problem with CPI generated content is in
its complexity. Flexible products are described in static libraries and documents. They are organized in
a tree structure – the hierarchical nature of a structure in a graphical form. Each root value has a group,
that it is belonging to and sub trees of children, represented as specific content (in this case RBS 6000).
Information in these folders has “heavy” structure: there are a lot of copy, paste and linking content,
many texts without pictures or poor visual representation. Information lives its own life and differences
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increase with time, because number of libraries, products and variants are also increasing rapidly. It
leads to a problem that CPIs are seen as complex with hard usability problems. It is not possible to
make customized CPI and that’s why customers receive all content, that are signed to a specific
product. (Bergström, 12.02.2013.)
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4. METHOD
There are several methods used in the thesis work. The most important ones are Internet analysis and
Interviews.
Internet analysis
The purpose was to find out if there was information about Ericsson RBS 6000 on the web. To get an
understanding of the depth of the problem author decided to collect some data. To do this author used
some different search engines (google, yahoo, bing, yandex and blekko) to search for the keywords:
“Ericsson RBS 6000, technical manuals RBS 6000, RBS 6000, Ericsson RBS”. The result lists were
investigated by systematic search and relevant links collected. The collected data was analyzed in terms
of the platforms used, the type of web page, and the type of content offered. In a thesis work are
represented results with the content of advices, profiting or exchange of experience.
The usual search engines captures data from the “normal” web, but not from the so called “Deep web”.
The Deep web consists of content on the Internet that cannot be reached by ordinary search engines. It
is a place for much illegal content and in particular contents that violates copyrights. To find out if
Ericsson RBS related material was present at the deep web author contacted an expert in the field who
performed searches.
Theoretical studies
Author did theoretical studies about the reasons behind information sharing on Internet and about the
benefits of forming two-way communication platforms on the web. The work covers such concepts as
user generated content, openness, open community and virtual community, social web, participation,
Web 2.0, proprietary content, user-generated content, deliberate aggregate user representations,
incidental aggregate user representations, social identification strategy, interpersonal connection
strategy and trust values. Author considered this information to be useful for Ericsson, when they
consider if and how to use communication platforms for technical information.
Existing practices
To find out about the existing Ericsson controlled access paths to technical information author
investigated already existing communication and sharing platforms to know what practices they use.
This has been done by system observation and use and by interviewing experts that are working with
extranet and intranet.
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Interviews
To learn more about the process behind technical information and about the needs of the end users of
this documentation author decided to perform interviews with employees at Ericsson. In total there
were performed 19 interviews with manager level Ericsson employees, that are working with CPI or
Ericsson’s customers. The interviews were made either face-to-face or as conference call interviews. To
find out about the needs of the end-users author would have liked to interview some representative
sample. However, this was not possible and because of that author interviewed three people that
worked with technical information providing for clients and they thus was taken to represent, a second
hand account, of the needs of the end users.
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5. RESULTS
This part summarizes all the findings from Internet analysis work, existing communication practice
observation and documentation and interviews with the experts from CPI field.

5.1. RBS 6000 content in Internet
Not all of these information sharing channels are illegal. Users make video instructions, participate in
technical forums, gives comments about articles, have a chat with each other and also use specific
selling sites to buy manuals and instructions. In some other countries Ericsson companies have blogs
and forums to share news. Below is categorized information about already existing CPI related
information on a web. Author used several key words to find information: Ericsson RBS 6000,
technical manuals RBS 6000, RBS 6000, Ericsson RBS.
5.1.1. Communication through video sharing channels.
Nr.1
Category:

Description:

Link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKPw50Mbl1o (last time visited on 05.05.2013)

Type:

YouTube - a video sharing website

Context:

User generated content in form of video - a demo presentation about RBS 6102 macro
multi standard base station. Video uploaded on December 13, 2011 by the user
gsmonlinepi. Implicit initiative – everyone can access the source, engage by giving
comments and ratings to the content. In this example by using comments function one
user is asking for specific legend information.

Other sites: Original source of information is in Poland technology media http://gsmonline.pl , where
focus is on sharing knowledge about telecommunication products development. Page has
open community characteristics; it holds different social information content – more as
news website.

Picture nr.1
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Nr.2
Link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0eDW5YQHEA , http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=N4ItKD0vxIs&list=UU76UUVm1FIeitJYmKDtN8uw&index=56 (last time visited on
05.05.2013)

Type:

Youtube – a video sharing website

Context:

A short videos about installation work of base station and the look of base station. Video
uploaded on July 23, 2009 by the user ericssonpolska.

Other sites: User generated content by organization Ericsson w Polsce offer some of their material
via the site, as part of the YouTube partnership program. They use moderator to share the
specific information content.

Nr.3
Link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqvbYc9pP5o (last time visited on 05.05.2013)

Type:

Youtube – a video sharing website

Context:

A brief description about RBS 6201 macro multi standard base station. Video uploaded
on November 19, 2011. by the user Alexei Boiko

Other sites: http://www.mforum.ru/061902.htm , mainly mobile technology forum about latest news
in a market.
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Nr.4
Link:

http://www.youtube.com/ericssonpress (last time visited 05.05.2013)

Type:

Youtube – a video sharing website. An official Ericsson information sharing channel
based on partnership program. Joined to a page on 13 February, 2009

Context:

Mainly marketing information about the news of company.

Other sites: http://www.ericsson.com/

Picture nr.2
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Nr.5
Link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
annotation_id=annotation_337883&feature=iv&src_vid=iCBzJ9wCqbU&v=fvf8n66tIO
8 (last time visited 05.05.2013)

Platform:

Youtube – a video sharing website

Type:

Learning video about how to commissioning an Ericsson RBS 6000 by using
maintenance software OMT. In a video you can see how to chose the type of cabinet,
power system and climate system, how to define the number of sectors, antenna
necessary, DUG configuration. Video uploaded on April 6, 2013 by the user El profe
Garcia

Picture nr.3
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Nr.6
Link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM5h2tFnabE and http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OSyII9VSFE8 (last time visited 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Youtube – a video sharing website

Context:

A video instruction. User el profe Garcia from Brasil talks about construction of
RBS6000 cupboard, the placement of things inside. Published on October 16, 2012.

Picture nr.4
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5.1.2. Discussions and advices
Nr.7
Link:

http://telecomfunda.com/forum/showthread.php?32263-Ericsson-gsm-rbs-6000commissioning#.UZDBc9dDu9Q (last visited on 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Discussion forum for telecommunication specialists.

Context:

To use content, you must register yourself. Here user can formulate a specific interest
and post it. Group members are giving advices and sharing information. There is even a
special section for Ericsson products information
http://telecomfunda.com/forum/forumdisplay.php?187-LTE#.UZDDBNdDu9Q

Picture nr.5
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Nr.8
Link:

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.431461913579398.98361.151690091556583&type=3 (last time visited on
05.05.2013.)

Type:

Facebook – an online social network service

Context:

In a group named communication engineers are shared pictures about RBS 6000. Users
are discussing configuration questions. In a Facebook is also Ericsson company group
page, where is published mainly marketing information
https://www.facebook.com/ericsson?fref=ts

Picture nr.6
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5.1.3. Selling instructions, manuals and information about CPI

Nr.9
Link:

http://forum.telecomseva.com/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=4556 (last time visited
05.05.2013)

Type:

Internet forum

Context:

Indian telecom, CDMA, RF, GSM, technology forum, where they offer downloads and
share telecom documents and product manuals. User must to log in to use these services.
For example, Ericsson RBS 6201 V2 manual sells for 42 440,15 USD, RBS 6000
configuration
sells
for
101,
110
USD
On their web page, they explain their working principles: “Our forums are powered by
phpBB (hereinafter “they”, “them”, “their”, “phpBB software”, “www.phpbb.com”,
“phpBB Group”, “phpBB Teams”) which is a bulletin board solution released under the
“General Public License” (hereinafter “GPL”) and can be downloaded from
www.phpbb.com. The phpBB software only facilitates internet based discussions, the
phpBB Group are not responsible for what we allow and/or disallow as permissible
content and/or conduct.”
Author registered herself as user and then has an access to search and order instructions.
See below the picture, what kind of information can be found, if you type “rbs 6000
Ericsson”.

Picture nr.7
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Nr.10
Link:

http://jmrtrade.com/2012/12/ericsson-sau-zhy-601-171-kit-set-rbs6000/ (last time visited
on 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Selling forum

Context:

Buying and selling site for telecommunication technology configuration parts. In a site
are special excel document with all the parts description, quantity, condition,
manufacturer and part number. Prices are not mentioned, to know them you need to
contact group administrator. In their web page they present themselves as “a
telecommunication company that focuses on the producing of high quality refurbishment
of telecommunication cabinets and the testing of individual components for global
telecommunication.”

Picture nr.8
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Nr.11
Link:

http://www.currentanalysis.com/COMPETE/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2FCOMPETE
%2FFrontEnd%2FReport.aspx%3Frid%3D53792&rid=53792 (last time visited
05.05.2013.)

Type:

Selling site

Context:

“A website reports provide a timely and in-depth evaluation on how leading products
and services in a market measure up to their competition. Updated regularly by our
industry-leading analysts, product assessment reports deliver an objective and un-biased
look at a product's strengths and weaknesses, ratings on how well the product meets
specific customer buying criteria, and relevant product metrics. Compare selected
products with side-by-side listings of product metrics and other factors, with a focus on
actionable intelligence.”
Created on February 7, 2013. User need to subscribe first to get information. Then the
user pays money for the specific context.

Picture nr.9
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Nr.12
Link:

http://freepdfdb.com/pdf/rbs-6000-manual (last time visited 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Selling site (PDF search engine)

Context:

A “free download site, but if you want to get document content, you must sign in and
fill all your credit card information also. In a web page they offer different manuals,
training programs descriptions, installation details etc.
“Freepdfdb.com is a does not store, hold or retain any of the files it indexes. When a
user searches, the list of files displayed are available for preview in the web browser
using a Google Doc widget, on the preview page there is a link in the upper right
corner marked "Download PDF" which links to where the file is located. The original
creator or rights holder owns the files. Freepdfdb.com merely displays links and
previews of files available freely on the web.” (free downloads, dmca
http://freepdfdb.com/dmca )
Basically it means the owner of page, don’t take any responsibility of information
content and they use intellectual property on web to sell it.

Picture nr.10
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Nr.13
Link:

http://ebookbrowse.com/er/ericsson-rbs?page=3 last time visited 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Selling site – search engine

Context:

Another search engine page, where user can find course description, training programs
and manuals of RBS 6000. First there is a need to make account and then user can start
to collect points by sharing information. These points can be used to buy other files
and documents.
“EbookBrowse.com distributes information supplied by third parties and provides
links and references gathered from outside sources of The Web. By using this service,
you agree to assume all risk of loss due to the use, which may be obtained by using
this web site.
“EbookBrowse.com produce automated search results like Google and every search
may return unexpected or unwanted references. These references may contain
offensive, obscene or illegal material. EbookBrowse.com just links to (and not in any
way publish!) content supplied by third parties or generally available on the Internet,
Ebookbrowse.com has no more editorial control over such information than does a
public library, bookstore, or newsstand. Any information, opinion, advice, statement,
service, offer, or other materials or content are the property and responsibility of their
respective author(s) or distributor(s) and NOT of EbookBrowse.com” (ebookbrowse
site, terms of service http://ebookbrowse.com/Terms_of_service.php )

Picture nr.11
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Nr.14
Link:

http://www.telecomsource.net/showthread.php?3070-RBS-6000-faultlist#.UY4gdtdDurg last time visited 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Discussion forum

Context:

Here users share their knowledge in a real working situations and problems with RBS
6000 (in this situation how to work with fault alarms. Information published on
07.02.2012.

Picture nr.12
5.1.4. Articles, official company information
On Internet there is mainly Ericsson marketing information about the CPI RBS 6000, for example a
video

presentation

http://learning.ericsson.net/dotcom_demos/rbs6000_nutshell/3F1B69FB-891E-

4EA3-93AE-1BDA49FEF3E1/glrev_engine/44283/index.html (last visited 05.05.2013.) - RBS 6000 in
a Nutshell or articles about new business solutions and projects.
Nr.15
Link:

http://www.blog-ericssonfrance.com/tag/rbs-6000/ (last time visited 05.05.2013.)

Type:

Blog

Context:

In a France Ericsson division they offer blog with actual information, publications and
press releases – mainly marketing news. It is possible to give comments about articles,
Blog has more in-formatting than support context.
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Findings showed that users tend to join specific community groups either to get some support or share
the knowledge. YouTube and Facebook RBS 6000 information is produced by the people who are
either working with the specific product or are Ericsson representatives. The only difference is that
Ericsson page on these social media platforms has mainly marketing information – they do not discuss
any technical instructions details.
There exists special technical forums where the information content is more generated to specific
groups. Usually to access the full content of information, person needs to subscibe him or herself, gain
trust or offer specific knowledge. These communities are more closed, they have their rules and ethics.
In the same time information getting opportunity may play higher value than ethics principles. When
author found that RBS 6000 instructions and manuals exist on Internet, she could not identify where
these sources come from. The only thing that appered was price for the information and payment
method. Author did not subscribe herself in these forums, because they wanted personal information
without guarantee of data protection.
Discussion forums are more oriented to solve specific problems. Community members give advices
from their experience and work practices. Here author sees a potential to use these people as significant
information source.
What author has discovered is that there exist a trend, where users are joining specific social groups in
Internet and spreading technical information about products, selling home-made instructions, manuals
and making their own video help guidelines. To sum up the information about Ericsson RBS 6000
offered on a web can be divided in three parts – video instructions, discussions and selling of technical
content.
On the video sharing pages, the original source is usually some external page. There is no data
protection and regulations; in YouTube it is very easy to share information, and there is no charge for
uploading content in such video sharing sites. Discussion pages can have either open or closed
communities. Both of them have a common frame of reference of what to develop on a web, how to do
it and every contributor (participant) accepts some common policy regulations. These forums can be
seen as virtual communities with different information message types – proprietor and user-generated
content, deliberate aggregate and incidental aggregate user representation. The technical content selling
sites have explicit incentives with materialistic motivations. A user can acquire a certain trust value by
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joining the closed group and then sharing his or her personal information and knowledge.
In certain forums, people discuss different problems with the product. More experienced users give
advice to people who ask questions. Contribution of user generated content is mostly done for
altruistic, social or material reasons, nevertheless, the information given in this way is in a sense given
by amateurs without any guarantee about information accuracy or authenticity. On one hand this
situation shows that users are interested and need information related to technical equipment, but on the
other hand it is essentially illegal to spread information this way, and it might have serious
consequences in terms of misuse or misinterpretation of information.

5.2. RBS 6000 content in deep web
With the help of another Uppsala University Informatics and Media department former student
Ioan Petras, I also looked for content about Ericsson RBS 6000 in the deep web.
The deep Web is the part of the Internet that is inaccessible to conventional search engines, and to most
users. According to researcher Marcus P. Zillman of DeepWebResearch.info (2013), the deep Web
contained somewhere in the vicinity of 900 billion pages of information. In contrast, Google, the
largest search engine, had indexed just 25 billion pages.
Deep Web content includes information in private databases that are accessible over the Internet but not
intended to be crawled by search engines. This a service (http://onion.to/) which offers the opportunity
to simply add .to at the end of a Deep Web site and access it via their proxy (basically a relay station)
and search for information.
The result of this search showed, that there is no information about RBS 6000 manuals or instructions,
but it does not meant that they do not exist. Deep web does not have good search engine and it means
looking through each source separately. Only information Ioan Petras found was tutorials or guides on
how to get free telephone by hacking into base stations.
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6. EXISTING INFORMATION SHARING PRACTICES IN ERICSSON
Not all persons have an access to information content. Ericsson has a policy, that only customers can
access the technical information. For that reason they have several platforms that hold different access
levels for general people, customers and employees.
Below the main information sharing channels are summarized:
Official web page www.ericsson.com. This page includes the main important press releases from all
world, like success and challenges stories in technology area, company facts, specific industry news,
general information and related sites. All these topics have more sections, where is possible to get
detailed information or contact forms. Generally web pages main function is representation of company
business and products marketing existence.
Internet is used mainly for marketing and business information. On Internet it is possible to find
articles that are shared from official web page and also other countries actual progress (some of them
have blogs or created page on social media). None of these sites author has looked had some forum or
chatting place, only opportunity to leave comments.
Extranet - this is the main information source for customers to get CPI manuals and instructions about
products. Every customer receives

an access

to the libraries. The web page name:

https://ebusiness.ericsson.net/general/startpage.asp. In a main window there are two options: Products,
services and solutions and contact and help information. Customers have an access to product catalog
and product manuals parts. The Product Catalog is the main entry for information about Ericsson
products, services and solutions. It also contains links to additional information. The Manuals and
Instructions parts includes all technical documentation for the Ericsson products and is the supply
channel for customer and partner use. The context is unique for each customer profile – they are
assigned into specific user groups and according to that information is distributed and routed to the
main audience. Every customer who buys Ericsson`s products signs an agreement about information
content use. In a product catalog part are three main sections: solutions (for government, industry,
telecom operators, transport and automotive industry), products (components and cables, radio access,
television and video) and services (consultations, support, optimization, deployment etc.). Product
manuals are the main knowledge assessment point about CPI instructions. Before use, there is a need to
activate library explorer- Alex. After that customer sees a folder tree with the content information
(product type, name hardware and software documentation). Each of this documents has a special
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structure. First there is information about safety and environment, library overview, product overview,
planning, installation, operation and maintenance. Then there are several documents inside, which
describes these things. User navigates himself or herself by using tree structure and links in a
documents.
Intranet for employee needs. Web page name http://internal.ericsson.com . Here also the user needs to
log in, before they get access to content. Employee can choose between files, tools, collaboration,
people, explore Ericsson, employee service and choose site parts. Files section has content about
product and office documents, archive information, brand assets and templates. A tools section supports
everyday work like employee self service, project place, academy, IT service catalog, mail access,
collaboration place etc. Collaboration part consists organizing information like phone and video
conference organization, project place, library chose, post to idea box posting etc. People section has all
the related information about the employees. In explore section Ericsson publishes few main topics that
employees should know. Depending on a division where person is working, it is possible to choose
special view - global, business units and regions information. Design are laconic, information is
presented in three columns with the scroll bar, with the head choice above, below are more security
information like HR support, IT support and sites. Every article on Intranet can be commented;
recommended, ranked and searched (an author is visible). Author tried to find information about RBS
6000 in a search field. System navigated user on new place called help feedback, where on left side
author could specify searched information – by sources, file format, information type, data range,
document number, status, revision. After the search, it is possible to apply, save or send the content to
someone. This platform is used also as comments place about CPI generated content – based on access,
employees are allowed to comment each others work and give suggestions for improvements (in this
case for technical information).
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7. INTERVIEW ANALYSIS
This section describes CPI information access and sharing procedures, identifies different information
content channels (intranet, extranet and internet), collects comments about communication platforms,
gets opinions on information openness and intellectual property, CPI instructions accessibility on a web
and discuss main challenges and possible solutions.
Below are summarized the main thoughts from the interviews. Opinion owners that author could
identify in conversation are put in brackets. According the Ericsson’s “Code of business ethics” (2012)
Iauthor couldn’t make any recordings of conversations, only take notes.
Totally author had 19 direct and conference call interviews with manager level Ericsson employees,
who are working with CPI or Ericsson`s customers.

7.1. The environment
When there was a discussion CPI information accessibility, all the experts stressed the importance that
their customers receive actual and high quality information.
Every user, who buys Ericsson products, gets access to Ericsson extranet and its content – information
libraries. The account division is responsible to distribute these permissions to relevant people. Users
are signed as members to specific users groups. It is the responsibility of the individual user, how
he/she shares the accessed content within the work environment.
Customers sign a specific agreement, where they state that the information that they receive from
Ericsson will be used only for business needs, without any sharing in other channels.
Other channels of the transfer of information are direct meetings with customers in groups, where
Ericsson receives valuable feedback about their products and the information needs of their customers.
Such meetings happen every quarter and there the conversation format is to listen to suggestions, make
improvements and identify problems.
In the extranet users cannot leave any comments or ask questions, so these quarterly face-to-face
meetings give an important overview about needs for improvement. Ericsson is working on an idea to
make the extranet more flexible, for example, to open up a possibility to leave comments in the CPI
instructions part, where they need more explanation about specific issues. This solution works well for
employees in the intranet – that is the internal communication platform.
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In Ericsson there are three main information channels: the intranet for employees, the extranet for
customers and the Internet with mainly marketing content.
If the customer has some questions, the standard way is to contact with the responsible persons from
Ericsson side. The extranet is an environment that offers access to the Alex libraries with the content
distributed in a tree structure with folders. Ericsson divides the information material in different levels
based on user roles and needs. The intranet contains work related information for employees. This
information is not available for customers. Internet holds all the marketing and news information.
When it comes to specific communication platforms, the interviewed experts admit that no such
platforms exists. The company shares all necessary information through the official web page, the
extranet for customers and through separate marketing divisions and people, who are working with
customers, making selling strategies. Ericsson sub-companies in certain countries have some blogs or
their open web pages, but then it is their own responsibility to managing the information.
It does exist one Ericsson`s sub-company web page that have special sections like blogs, micro-blogs
and social networking, but the content they present is related to company inventions, achievements and
projects, and not to technical information about products. The informants emphasized that information
accessibility question is a very sensitive question for the company.
If the company would allow some specific information about CPI to spread, then there is need to have
consensus between all the sub-companies in different countries about the definition about how open the
company wants to be with such information. This decision affects the business, and how to ensure
proper control and responsibility over the content and many other things.
At the moment potential interests go through direct communication – in a case of questions there are
divisions that works with potential and existing customers. Information produced by Ericsson includes
special protection through copyright; patent right, trademark right etc. Because it is a value to company,
it must be treated with appropriate care. Every employee and company`s customers has a contract or
other agreement, that protects intellectual property rights.
“In a case of some CPI information publishing on a web it means to reorganize the way how
company works and how it produces instructions and manuals. But then the company needs to
have a control over information correctness and updates in Internet and someone needs to do it.
Company`s products are very complex. Ericsson all the time improves and developes best
solutions to customers needs and protects the knowledge and expertise it has. Some of our
products have an app with installation information – this is the way how to improve information
accessibility and usability. Here can see more discuscussions about how to simplify these
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complex instructions and manuals in a way that they are more “user friendly” (from conference
call 14.05.2013).
When author asked about why people are using internet to share, sell and give advices about Ericsson
CPI instructions, there were different ideas. One of them was that not all the direct users have an access
to instructions. Instructions are value and the one who has it, has a higher knowledge also.
“In our practice we know there are different practices, how people share information. Sometimes
only manager has extranet access, but direct workers with the system no. So, it is our customer
responsibility to teach the staff, we cant control that. Previous we had special courses for CPI
technologies (customer needed to pay), now they are not obligate. Longer time ago we published
special instruction books. I think they were really good, because all the necessary information
were there. Of course it was hard to read and understand the scenarios, but after some time user
knows the combinations and the principles, how he needs to solve the problem. I think because of
lack of information or don't have an access to CPI instructions; people are looking for advice in
the ways they can reach – in a web. But it is not allowed to sell the instructions – it is a crime.”
(Ulf Hällenberg, 18.04.2013.)
“It is now people natural behavior – search for information in a Google or similar pages - they
are lazy. Other reason could be that these instructions which are published on a web are by exemployees or customers, that don’t have any access to our extranet, but they still working with
Ericsson products and want to receive consultations.” (Bob Chatfield, 14.05.2013.)

7.2. Opinions from customer side representatives
Here author got second hand information from 3 Ericsson employees, who are working direct with the
customers and can give a general overview about their needs. Author didn’t try to access the unknown
users in internet, because they are usually inside closed community (user needs to bee a member to
have an access to group) or users are not regularly active (they are attending the specific page
irregular). Other reason was that author probably could be seen as potential threat – in communities
you usually need to gain trust before other group members decide to share some information.
“Customers can access all the CPI related information through extranet and marketing
information through official web page. In a case, if there is a problems with electricity or internet
connections we can support our customers with the manuals or our engineers can deliver the
information)” (Steven Blanchette, 14.05.2013.)
“Sometimes the information about our instructions is not clear and users search that in internet
for different examples to help reinforce concepts. I think this is one of the main reasons that
customers search help about CPI information in the Internet. Additionally one of the main
complaints that I hear from customers is they do not think our CPI information is in depth
enough.” (Beatriz Mcknight, 20.05.2013.)
”The problem what faces our user is that we don’t have good filtering system for our instructions
in extranet and alexis libraries. It is hard to read them and orientate in a pile of text. At the
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moment it is like one size fits all the user needs. We have more than 800 different products and
9000 libraries and 15 milj. instructions. They are not all unique, sometimes one and the same
document appears in different sections. It is hard manager that.
Expectations according to instructions are high: they want to receive understandable and easy to
read instructions, which is not always possible. We need to work on some general patterns,
because users are different and their needs also. CPI instructions cant describe all the
combinations, migrations and scenarios that exists. Product designers don’t put parameter
settings to the things they don't now or don't test.” (Ulf Hällenberg, 18.04.2013.)

7.3. Possible solutions
Before author started interviews, she informed respondents about research results. Unknown users in
internet share Ericsson`s related information in video instructions, technical forums, selling sites, they
are making comments about articles and discuss their needs in chatting sites. Some of the users are
selling CPI RBS manuals and instructions and this is illegal occupation.
When it comes to possible suggestions about what to do with the unknown users group in Internet, who
are sharing Ericsson products information in illegal way, there is no clear solution. One of idea was
leave it as it is, because every big company receives comments and critique about their work and
generated content from Internet users. But it is important to understand, that this is not Ericsson official
communication way. Company has their customer policy that takes care of new and existing interests
and because of its supplier profile, customers usually are the ones who contacts company in a case of
need.
“Maybe part of solution is to catch out by ourselves the improper information. For instance, put
it as extra duty for the specific employees, that are working with instruction publishing on
extranet and warn them, to take out the specific content. We need to educate our customers that
this is not the proper way, how to get information and link them to the right place .” (Xin Fu Fx
and Hendra Dharmawan 14.05.2013.)
Use existing free communication platforms are already a practice for Ericsson. Company`s information
is shared through microblogs, social networking, blogs and videos. Ericsson is not offering a consumer
products (used for personal, family, or household for non-business purposes), but supplier products.
This is the biggest difference, when you think about some kind of communication platform. Free
communication platforms are used mainly for marketing reasons.
To host community by Ericsson could be a good option, but here company needs to think about the
expenses, resources and format to offer for customers.
”Of course to host a community by Ericsson could be a good option. But here we need to think
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about the expenses, resources and format we want to offer to our customers. I don’t think that this
platform will be a deep discussion social network. By deep discussion I mean – consultations,
how to solve specific problems with the systems etc. It could be rather a platform to gather
together different user groups, inform them about news on Ericsson, also give advice, where to
get further help etc., more “light information” or information in management level.”
(representatives from UK, 14.05.2013.)
Maybe combination of hosting community and linking users to the right places could be a good way to
react on internet users needs. Because of company cannot identify these user groups in internet, doesn’t
mean that they don’t need to react. They are existing and potential Ericsson consumers. But company
doesn’t need to take responsibility of customers misuse information that comes not from official
source. There is a need to educate customers that this is not the proper way, how to get information and
link them to the right place.
Other suggestion was to rethink information accessibility principles. If in internet already appears
incongruous content, maybe it is a signal to change something in instructions availability.
“We should give an access to the CPI installation, hardware operations and trouble shooting
parts. According to trouble shooting there could be different scenarios, but at least basic things
we could allow to see on Internet.” (Sarah Gannon, 24.04.2012.)
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8. DISCUSSION
During this work, author didn’t know how much of information she would find about Ericsson RBS in
Internet. It turned out that such content exists and unknown users groups chose different
communication ways to share their knowledge and available resources. User generated content takes a
form of videos, text and pictures and the extend of information contribution or recipiency depends on
trust value in a group. In examples of selling instructions, manuals or information about CPI the user
subscribes him or herself, gains trust or offers specific knowledge to get an access of specific content.
User interest of getting information is shown by aggregate user representation – a numerical quality
measure of user generated content that includes how many previous readers woted that the advice was
useful. The fact shows that users are interested in detailed technical information and that they have a
need for help.
In the same time misuse of information can lead to huge problems – there is no guarantee of
authenticity. Here it is important to understand, what to do with these users and their amateur
performances? Below author will discuss several alternatives.
It is a big decision for Ericsson to make changes in existing communication style. If the company opens
some access to technical information, it means obligation to maintenance the content. According to
theory then the company choses feeding the hive strategy by making some contributions of content into
the produsage environment. It can be the online discussion site where people hold conversations in the
form of posted messages. Moderator and administrator of the page is responsible about content updates
and as a reward company can have a recognition of the beneficial outcomes from the community
produsage. The main advantages of communication platform are a control over users, determination
about published context, the topics being discussed and formation of different groups. In Internet forum
company can define access level to users and give approval to posted messages and publication in
categories and sub-forum. Thesis results showed that some form of online discussion is needed for
Ericsson customers.
The majority of founded RBS 6000 technical information existence were in different forums.
Information searchers join specific groups and get privileges and rights compared to unregistered
interests. Usually author could not access detailed RBS 6000 information content – author was required
to identify herself to belong the group. If such examples exist on Internet, Ericsson should consider to
look for online discussion forum opportunity. Although company`s main focus is on business
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consumers market, however forum privilege is control over information content on Internet and
collaboration with the user groups, that can give a lot of benefits for business generally.
Some of the experts had an opinion that forum itself shouldn’t have to be a platform to discuss
everything. Ericsson provides complex products and discussion format on Internet can not satisfy all
user needs. It is easier to receive help through other information channels and this is the role that forum
could offer. It can link the users to the right places like Ericsson web pages, blogs, employees,
divisions, etc. where they can receive direct help.
Other solution could be leave everything how it is and does not do anything. During the interviews,
author faced with opinion that every big industrial company faces the problem of inappropriate content
existence on Internet. Then the user takes his or her own risk and Ericsson shouldn’t be blame on the
possible negative consequences. In that case company needs to have a strategy, how to fight with the
illegal content and educate people for right alternatives. According the theory company can choose
hijacking the hive practice that aims to achieve lock in a produsage communities for financial gain.
Some of the experts thought about exploring already existing system, for instance, open some
frequently asked questions section on Ericsson official web page. Some ideas about improvements
were about extranet reorganization. To improve usability, there is a need to receive a feedback from
technical instructions users. One way how it could be done is by letting users improve information
content. Users should be allowed to make comments about the published manuals so that technical
writers could receive inputs about content they produce.
Idea about linking users on Internet to the right places is probably the best solution for now. It does not
cost a lot to have some responsible employees to check the specific content existence on Internet and
guide users to official information source. By doing this company gets inputs and collects users needs
and interests, that is a material to work with future improvements. This solution is easier to implement
and could be a temporary solution to the problem.
Other work related to this problem appears with CPI content itself. Instructions are still complex and
sometimes hard understandable, then it should be changes on information usability and presentation
itself. Probably this can affect illegal content reduction on Internet in future. If the technical content is
more flexible, understandable and transparent, then there may decrease discussions need on Internet.
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9. CONCLUSION
This work is not only addressing the problem of inadequate content existence on Internet. It starts a
discussion about company openness at all and existing communication style revaluation. Nowadays
Internet has become a powerful tool to affect thinking, co-operation, information flow, amount and
content. The company can use these advantages to build own collaboration style and Improve the
image of co-operative player in global market.
This thesis findings shouldn’t be ignored. They show a trend of amateurs performances to get access to
illegal content and share their knowledge about Ericsson CPI technical information. Misuse and
misinterpretation of information may lead to serous consequences. Even it is not Ericsson approved
policy, users can associate the content and its use with the company image.
It gives some warning signals to Ericsson about lack of specific information, people ignorance about
how to access the right content and existing communication platforms revaluation.
Company should take control over these user groups on Internet and offer them respective content
either in form of general advice, linking to the right information (helping the hive strategy) or have a
discussion forums with administrator and moderator (feeding the hive strategy).
To know the best solution, there is a need to have investigation from both sides: Ericsson and Internet
user. From one hand Ericsson company needs to have a discussion about their communication style
openness, changes and improvements and from the other hand there is necessity for the research about
Internet user needs – who they are, why they use this communication channels, what the expertise they
can share and what technical information they expect?
After that it is possible to build solution that exterminate inappropriate content and provide benefits
both for company and users.
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APPENDIX
Interview with Ulf Hällenberg – responsible for Ericsson extranet 18th of April 2013
1. What are the structure of CPI extranet information?
User can access the information through CPI library, where we put and update all the necessary
instructions for the product. Information is stored in a special folders and each folder its
documentation.
2. What kind and amount of information you share with the users?
Information is shared according to non disclosure agreement which is signed from both sides: Ericsson
and customer. According to that we are giving free and special access to the specific product CPI
instructions and it is up to the customer how he/she shares them. The agreement states that these
instructions cannot be used for public purposes.
3. How do you share the information (access to everyone or identified users)?
As I mentioned we are providing the access only for our customers and for the products they are using.
Project manager of the specific product decides what amount of information to share with the users.
Instructions cant find solutions for all the problems, that’s why we have also special customer service
for trouble shooting. Other thing we have specific agreement with some of our competitors who gives
can advice our customers. We have a specific administration boar who gives the permissions to the
user.
4. What kind of feedback users can receive in an extranet?
They can ask questions and share their opinion. But in intranet our workers can comment on
instructions and advice to change something. We want to take this practice in extranet also. At the
moment we have direct meetings with our customers, where they can express their opinion and we
think about solutions. Extranet is primary an information source. We are working on more interactive
possibilities in a future. The problem what faces our user is that we don’t have good filtering system for
our instructions. It is hard to read them and orientate in a pile of text. At the moment is tis like one size
fits all the user needs. We have more than 800 different products and 9000 libraries and 15 milj.
instructions. They are not all unique, sometimes one and the same document appears in different
sections. It is hard to manage that.
5. Do you know the audience (users) you have? How? What are they needs, expectations?
For each product we have defined user categories. According to that we are sharing the information. By
this I mean we have an algorithm with specific behaviors which we link with the user groups. We
distribute information based on specific groups. Expectations according to instructions are high: they
want to receive understandable and easy to read instructions, which is not always possible. We need to
work on some general patterns, because users are different and their needs also. CPI instructions can’t
describe all the combinations, migrations and scenarios that exists. Product designers don’t put
parameter settings to the things they don't now or don't test.
6. What do you think why users are using internet to share, sell and give advices about Ericsson
CPI instructions?
Not all the direct users have an access to instructions. Instructions are value and the one who has it, has
a higher knowledge also. In our practice we know there are different practices, how people share
information. Sometimes only manager has extranet access, but direct workers with the system no. So, it
is our customer responsibility to teach the staff, we cant control that. Previous we had special courses
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for CPI technologies (customer needed to pay), now they are not obligate. Longer time ago we
published special instruction books. I think they were really good, because the all necessary
information was there. Of course it was hard to read and understand the scenarios, but after some time
user know the combinations and the principles, how he needs to solve the problem. I think because of
lack of information or don't have an access to CPI instructions, people are looking for advice in the
ways they can reach – in a web. But it is not allowed to sell the instructions – it is a crime.
7. Are there some other official channels how the user receives help or consultations about CPI?
Depends on the customer needs. We offer customer service like trouble shooting and consultation, in
extranet are all the necessary instructions and in our web page customer can see all the newest product
information. We have also direct face to face meetings and technical support Every country can have
also some other practices, but in global, this is the support we offer.
Interview with strategic product manager Sarah Gannon 24th of April
1. In general what are the main requirements for information sharing on the products (intranet,
extranet, web)?
For each product we have special guidelines and structure how you need to present the instructions.
Product manager is deciding, how much of information should customer receive and publish it in an
extranet. The administrator is the one, who gives an access to this information for the customers. In our
official web page is only marketing information – there is no search possibilities for CPI and user
manuals. In a case of interest, customer needs to contact us. In an internet there is mainly marketing
information and articles about our business.
2. Is there some specific levels of information that you can distribute to specific audience? Who
regulates that?
Information on extranet is shared based on classified user categories. We give the standard libraries
access to the user, if he needs something extra, then we can offer it.
3. What do you think, which parts CPI information should be access through internet or Ericsson
official web page?
We should give an access to the CPI installation, hardware operations and trouble shooting parts.
According to trouble shooting there could be different scenarios, but at least basic things we could
allow to see and access.
4. How much of CPI information can you spread - do you see any risks of existing forums where
the products are discussed?
There is no guarantee of any quality of information. It is a risk to use Internet information spread by
unknown users. Although it is not our direct responsibility, this information gives us some impulses,
like such groups exist and they are searching for communication. It would be wrong to ignore that. In
our service business model is not included communication through forums and maybe it is the reason,
why we don't consider to do it. I think we need work more on usability and content issues. Give more
access to our products information could be the way how improve that.
5. Do you see any possibility to take care of internet users who wants to receive, share, discuss the
Ericsson product information (for instance, communication platform by Ericsson)?
Yes, it would be interesting to gather together internet unknown user group. It is not normal if they
share Ericsson CPI instruction without official way. There is no guarantee of quality. Ericsson is not
offering a consumer products (used for personal, family, or household for non-business purposes), but
supplier products. This is the biggest difference, when you think about some kind of communication
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platform. Our practice so far is direct face to face meetings with our customers.
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Interview with Beatriz Mcknight 12.05.2013.
1. Which are the ways, how customer can access CPI instructions in your country? Did you
experience some problems with CPI availability?
Our customers access CPI via the eBusiness portal.
2. Do you have any communication platform for consultations about CPI (web page, blogs etc.).
If so, how it works?
No, not to the best of my knowledge
3.What is your opinion about CPI and intellectual property? Are there any parts of information
that could/should be officially published on a web?
High level product information should be made available on the web, this could help to promote
Ericsson products.
4. In your opinion, why internet become a channel for CPi information searching? Are there any
alternatives?
The best example I can think of when I was studying for IP exam, I had access to Ericsson study
material but sometimes the information was not clear or I would search the internet for different
examples to help reinforce concepts. I think this is one of the main reasons that customers would search
the internet for CPI information.
Additionally one of the main complaints that I hear from customers is they do not think our CPI
information is in depth enough.
5. What to do about unknown group and their amateur performances in internet?
Host community by Ericsson – we have a phrase we use quite a bit, “if you cant beat them, join them”.
I think it would be impossible to try to restrict the information published on the web. I would improve
the quality of the information contained in CPI to ensure it met customers’ expectations and contained
thorough and accurate information.
Conference calls interviews
On 14th of May I had also 3 conference calls interviews with Ericsson employees from Kenya, India,
Indonesia, China, United Kingdom, who are working with customers and providing them different
services, including CPI instructions. Below are summarized the main thoughts from interviews.
Opinion owners that I could identify in conversation are put in brackets. According the Ericsson “Code
of business ethics” (2012) I couldn’t make any recordings of conversation, only take notes.
Participants: Xin Fu Fx (Solution Architect Experienced & Manager, Working at Customer Unit for
Northern China), Hendra Dharmawan (Service Delivery Management, Indonesia), Varun Bhargava
(Service Delivery Manager, India), Steven Blanchette (RPCM & CS Operations Manager, Kenya), Fred
Alberts (Service Delivery Manager, Kenya), Nicolas Anthony (Service Delivery Manager, UK), Bob
Chatfield (CNS Manager, UK), Philip Boardman (Philip Boardman, UK)
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1. Which are the ways, how customer can access CPI instructions in your country? Did
you/customers experience some problems with CPI availability?
Every customer, who buys Ericsson`s product receives an access to the extranet system, where are
published all the instructions and manuals. We regularly update the information, so it means customers
receives quality support. Our account division is responsible to give permissions for extranet access.
Information is stored in special Alex libraries.
In a case if there is a problem with internet connection in Kenya, we can support our customers with
the manuals or our engineers can deliver the information (Steven Blanchette).
2. Do you have any communication platform for consultations about CPI (web page, blogs etc.).
If so, how it works?
No, we do not have any special communication platform about CPI. We share all the necessary
information through our official web page, extranet for customers and we have also separate marketing
divisions and people, who are working with our customers, making selling strategies. Also once in
every quarter we met with our customers in a special meetings. There the conversation format is to
listen to suggestions, make improvements, realize problems and give feedback about our business. In
these meeting we get a lot of inputs to work with in a future. Of course, some countries have some
blogs or web page, but then it is their responsibility to managing the information.
3.What is your opinion about CPI and intellectual property? Are there any parts of information
that could/should be officially published on a web?
We have thought about this question. If we let to spread some specific information about CPI, then
there is need to have consensus between all countries. Also it means to reorganize the way how we
work and how we produce instructions and manuals. Then we need to be sure that information
published outside is correct and updated with latest versions. Someone needs to do it. Also, our
products are very complex, we have worked many years to improve and invent them, that’s why we
want to protect our knowledge. Some of our products have an app with installation information – this is
the way we want to improve information accessibility and usability. Here we can more discuss on how
to simplify these complex instructions and manuals in a way that they are more “user friendly”.
4. In your opinion, why internet become a channel for CPI information searching? Are there any
alternatives?
Because it is now people natural behavior – search for information in a google or similar pages, they
are lazy. Also other reason could be that these instructions which are published on a web are by exemployees or customers, that don’t have any access to our extranet, but they still working with Ericsson
products and want to receive consultations.
5. What to do about unknown group and their amateur performances in internet?
a) leave it
b) by linking the user to the right place
c) using already existing free communication platforms
d) host community by Ericsson
e) other?
We cannot pretend that such content doesn’t exist on a web, but the question is – what to do with that? I
think every big company faces with this problem, because people are shearing information all the time.
But it is important to understand, that this is not Ericsson official communication way. We have our
own channels we provide.
Maybe part of solution is to catch out by ourselves the improper information. For instance, put it as
extra duty for the specific employees, that are working with instruction publishing on extranet and warn
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them, to take out the specific content. We need to educate our customers that this is not the proper way,
how to get information and link them to the right place.
Of course to host a community by Ericsson could be a good option. But here we need to think about the
expenses, resources and format we want to offer to our customers. I don’t think that this platform will
be a deep discussion social network. By deep discussion I mean – consultations, how to solve specific
problems with the systems etc. It could be rather a platform to gather together different user groups,
inform them about news on Ericsson, also give advice, where to get further help etc. More “light
information” on management level.
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